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Meeting October 17, 2019 @ 6:00 PM 
 
 

PS180 Hugo Newman College Preparatory School 
370 West 120th Street NY, NY 10026 

 
 
15 attendees 
 
 

● D3 SIMPL Survey review and next steps 
 

● One of the focuses of this survey is to support PTA and school needs.  
● Another focus is to redirect the trajectory of the DOE so that they are focused on parent’s and children’s 

requests and needs.  
● Build parent capacity and engagement. CEC 3 is an unknown entity to parents. 
● Use this tool as a way to educate parents on CEC and Presidents Council role.  
● Consider calling this survey and “intake form” 
● The workflow should be used as a way to describe how this information travels to CEC and Presidents 

Council 
● Workflow: 
● Survey originates and is delivered from Presidents Council (PC) 
● PTA and School Team consisting of PTA, Parents, SLTs, Admins, Parent Coordinators, etc. They will out 

the survey 
● An automated system will reply that the survey was received.  
● The business meeting is where CEC will discuss their views on weighting. The school team will be invited 

to hear this conversation. Business meetings have strict guidelines on who can speak.  
● The outcome of the meeting would be to outline action items and the next steps.  
● What does support look like: Support could be for events at the school level, capital requests, support for 

school initiatives, connection to CBOs and elected officials.  
● Looking to pilot in February at one or 2 schools.  
● Parent Empowerment Tour (PET) being championed through presidents council.  
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● This would be a forum that would engage parents where they are (faith-based organization, CBOs, schools, 

outside organizations), to discuss and educate parents on how to navigate DOE, the impacts and roles of 
CEC, President’s Council, and DOE leadership.  

● This would be a group of parent leaders that would travel to locations to have a dialogue with the school 
and parent community. 

● Concern was expressed that intrinsic PTA structures might limit the voices of parents that are unable to 
attend every PTA meeting or have other obligations, i.e. two jobs, single-family home, older caregivers, 
etc.  

● Suggestion to deliver this survey organically and with food at the venue. Participants could fill out the 
survey on notecards or sticky paper as they discuss in groups, or even in an interview setting.  

● The question arose on who the target for the SIMPL survey is? Considering the range of engagement is this 
for parents with too little to no involvement in-school or high level of involvement in school.  

● Suggestion partner the survey distribution with a class-room event (i.e. publishing party, etc.) 
● Conversation regarding whether goal of this survey is to understand what a school team needs vs. what 

school engagement looks like. What is engagement vs. outreach?  
 
 
 

● Participatory budgeting project update and review 
 

● 8 schools have historically been ineligible to apply for PB. This was because of the Harlem council persons 
(Bill Perkins) lack of participation in the process.  

● Last year’s process awarded 3 schools in D3 (180, 195, 76) 570K in tech funding.  
● The priority of this cycle will be 149, 241, and 242.  
● The role of the Equity Committee is to empower parents to help schools get resources into their schools. 

The committee is also here to address and remove barriers so that pressure is taken off of schools.  
● Long term goals and vision are to identify ways to group school projects and possibly, ultimately, grouping 

funding streams (councilpersons, i.e. Perkins, Levine, and Rosenthal) so they impact or share the 
responsibility for funding and resourcing schools across the district.  

● Mark Diller brought up that there is an initiative at the city level to have a city-wide PB process that would 
provide PB funding to districts that have not seen or continue to not participate in the PB process.  

● Genisha then raised that maybe the committee look at an initiative or opportunity to group all Title I 
schools together vs. only focusing on Harlem schools.  

● The current process focuses on PB delegates ensuring that each school and district (4, 5, and 6) have 
adequate representation in the PB initiatives queue.  
 

 

● Harlem Summit Pre-planning 
o Review homework assignment: “Your desired 

Summit keynote speaker” 
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● Assietou Sow proposed that when the letter of intent is sent to elected and CBOs that it also goes out to the 

African consulates to ensure that there are representation and attendance from those constituents and their 
leadership. Several agreed that this would be a great idea.  

 

● SDAG Response 
o Deep dive into why parents choose G&T in D3 

 
● The question was posed, “why did parents choose G&T? 
● Answers to these questions will help to inform the best path forward if the district wants to stay ahead of 

any DOE or Mayoral proposal to disband G&T programs. There are 3 district programs and 1 city-wide 
program that changes to G&T will impact.  

● Approximately 7 parents responded and honestly spoke about their decision-making process.  
 

● Parent Account 1: “Heard the noise from the media… You need to get into G&T if you want your child to 
go to a good school… 2nd year at PS180, my son was in a boy-dominant classroom where the approach to 
behavioral challenges was to punish individual kids from participating in recess… The following year my 
son started at 165... Logistical nightmare with two children at two different schools… Son at 165 and 
daughter at 180 PK… Classrooms are segregated in 165 between G&T and general ed… My son gets the 
privilege of acceleration and differentiation in G&T… If I had been educated on how G&T perpetuates 
segregation, I would have chosen differently. “ 
 

● Parent Account 2: “Child scored in 99th percentile… Despite that stayed at 180… People believe they will 
miss out on something if they do not enroll in G&T… 180 faculty and staff really knew the child… the 
school lacked resources and books… the only reading resources available were capped at grade level… Son 
was differentiated to find reading materials… I didn’t want my child to be the only child of color in the 
G&T program… Very important to me that faculty and staff reflect the culture and identity of my son… 
Son recognized that the G&T buses were taking predominantly white children away from the public school 
he attended…” 
 

● Parent Account 3: “First-grader at Anderson… My job as a parent is to pick the school that fits my 
child… When my husband and I chose, we felt that Anderson was the school that our daughter would 
thrive in… We were originally zoned to 84 when we were first looking for programs for our oldest child… 
Now zoned for 75, for my younger child I’m not sure that Anderson is the right school…” 
 

● Parent Account 4: “I have a 1st grader at Anderson… I travel from Brooklyn to attend Anderson… The 
grade level statistics of our zoned school in Williamsburg felt rote… Anderson felt lively, engaging… I had 
a lot of homework for kindergarten… In my Williamsburg family community, parents were not as 
favorable to homework… We enjoyed the culture of G&T and pushing our kids… Liked being in the 
culture of like-minded parents… From a consumeristic approach, there’s a personal cost which is the 
commute…” 
 

● Parent Account 5: “I was a graduate of G&T in District 20… There’s inherent segregation… I’m a parent 
at PS 163… I have a child with an IEP… PS180, my zoned school, did not have adequate resourcing for 
my child’s IEP… I participate in SLT at 163… Find better teachers percentage-wise in G&T schools… 
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Casting that widest net for instructional value… I spoke to teachers, administrators, peers, and identified 
that is all boils down to instruction value at the classroom level for your child’s experience… It’s a myth 
that G&T is the only way to get a good education…”  
 

● Parent Account 6: “I live in District 6… I had a kindergartner and first-grader at PS153 G&T program… I 
had a conflict with the administration so I transferred to 165… I grew up in a suburb of MA where the 
thinking is if you bring rich kids and poor kids together everything will work out… high-performance kids 
who are in that classroom: what will they lose?... My local school isn’t cutting it for me and opting of the 
system all together won’t cut it… I take the train down daily and see Success Academy uniforms on my 
way down to District 3...”  
 

● Parent Account 7: “I’m a first-generation immigrant who attended G&T and IB as a child… Our child 
went to a private Pre-K… We prepped for the G&T in 2013… I chose 165 for my child even though it had 
a bad reputation… 163 had impending construction and the Pre-K was in trailers… Your child will spend 
the most time with teachers…. In a city where I didn’t know a lot of parents at least, I’d be in a culture 
where we share similar values… G&T programs don’t have extra funding… 165 centers on PTA 
funding…”  

 
● Imagine Schools Update 

 
● Conversation postponed. Committee will pick up in the next meeting’s agenda.  

 
 
 


